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READING FOR PLEASURE CAMPAIGN

(Left to Right) Mr Anele Moko, Ms Itumeleng Maduwa and Mr Siya Makwetu

The National Library of South Africa (NLSA), in

feelings. Interestingly, Ms Makie mentioned

Ms Ntomboxolo Satula, a Senior Manager

its endeavour to be an indispensable source

that Nolali wase Dolipini book club had

at Buffalo City Municipality expressed her

of inspiration for community members,

positive stories of discouraging the youth

gratitude to the NLSA for initiating a reading

embarked

from way-ward behaviour.

campaign in the Eastern Cape and for

on

a

reading

for

pleasure

campaign. It is against this backdrop that the

supporting book clubs from the province that

NLSA embarked on a three-day programme

On the sustainability of book clubs, Ms

compete in the Funda Mzantsi Championship.

to promote reading for pleasure - reading

Maduwa reported that the lack of reading

“I would like to thank the NLSA for coming to

for pleasure refers to reading that we do of

ability can be attributed to a lack of reading

our hometown and for celebrating with us

our own free will that allows us to experience

resources and encouraged book clubs to

the book clubs that won at the Funda Mzantsi

other worlds and engage our imagination.

make use of library resources and facilities.

Championship,” said Ms Satula.

In addition, Ms Madawu considered that
South Africa faces a literacy challenge which

issues of sustainability could also be caused

During the three-day campaign, the NLSA

demands a robust reading campaign as an

by deviating from the aims and goals of the

also hosted learners from various schools

initiative to assist in combatting illiteracy

book club.

around Ginsberg to broaden the concept of

levels.

It is for this reason that from 1 to 3

reading for pleasure.

March 2022, the NLSA visited Ginsberg in

The book clubs on the NLSA and provincial

the Eastern Cape Province to promote and

databases compete in the NLSA’s annual

The NLSA donated books to schools in order

stimulate a culture of reading for pleasure.

Funda Mzantsi Championship – a reading

to spark a reading culture and interest among

competition which sees book clubs compete

primary and high school learners.

During the three-day campaign, a workshop

in

on the establishment of book clubs was

impromptu reading, debating and a spelling

A

hosted.

bee.

motivational talk delivered by members

Ms Itumeleng Maduwa from the

categories

including

book

reviews,

NLSA’s outreach unit, Centre for the Book

highlight

of

the

campaign

was

of the Hector Peterson book club.

the
The

presented on the influence of book clubs to

Of noteworthy, is the NLSA’s efforts to enable

Hector Peterson book club was the overall

promote reading. She outlined that that the

a culture of reading; Ms Nelisa Lunika also

winner in isiXhosa at the 2021 Funda Mzantsi

objective of a book club is to develop the

from the Centre for the Book spoke about the

Championship. The book club members also

habit of reading for entertainment purposes.

NLSA’s Community Publishing Programme

indulged the audience in impromptu reading.

Moreover, Ms Maduwa highlighted that book

which benefits those who want to self-

clubs consist of members who come together

published their manuscripts. She mentioned

To find out more about book clubs and

to discuss, within a set of rules, books that

that each year, a call for applications is

community publishing grants, please visit

they have read.

announced in September wherein prospective

www.nlsa@.ac.za.

writers submit their manuscripts for selection.
Ms Sisipho Makie from Nolali wase Dolipini

Successful applications receive a grant from

book club expressed that they use their book

the NLSA, to edit, print and promote their

club to reflect, share, and engage with their

published works.

peers and to discuss their thoughts, ideas and

IKHATHALOGU YETHU LAUNCH
access to storybooks in their mother-tongue. The
marginalisation of languages resulted in children’s
literature in indigenous languages not developing
and this necessitated the development of the
catalogue.
The launch included a panel discussion by Ms
Elinor Sisulu from Puku, Dr Vukosi Marivate
from the University of Pretoria and Mabuto Kid
Sithole from Indigenous Languages Initiative
for Advancement discussing the importance of
encouraging childhood reading in an increasingly
multimedia environment. There was consensus
of the need to develop children’s literature in
mother tongues to elevate the status and use of
indigenous languages.
National Librarian and CEO, Mr Kepi Madumo
lamented

that

predominately

books
published

for

children

are

in

Afrikaans

and

English due to South Africa’s colonial history. Mr
On 7 March 2021, the National Library of South

Madumo reported that publishing for children in

Africa (NLSA) partnered with the University of

indigenous languages remains problematic and it

South Africa (UNISA), Puku Children’s Literature

was therefore necessary to list relevant children’s

Foundation, Biblionef South Africa, International

books published in indigenous languages in

Board for Books for Young People (IBBY SA) and the

observance of UNESCO’s Decade of Indigenous

University of Western Cape to launch a children’s

Languages 2022-2032. Moreover, Mr Madumo

literature catalogue of 100 recommended books

mentioned that the NLSA will support further

in IsiXhosa for Early Childhood and Foundation

initiatives to develop catalogues in all South

phase titled Ikhathalogu Yethu.

African languages.

Different speakers representing their partnering

Ikathalogu Yethu will be donated to public and

organisations spoke about the desire to instil the

community libraries across the country. For more

culture of reading among emergent readers, with

information please contact Mr Mandla Mona at
mandla.mona@nlsa.ac.za.

“The NLSA will support further
initiatives to develop catalogues in
all South African languages,” National
Librarian and CEO, Mr Kepi Madumo

SOUTH AFRICAN LIBRARY WEEK – 14 to 20 MARCH 2022
South African Library Week (SALW) is a time to celebrate the contributions of libraries
and librarians and to promote the usage and support of libraries. The National Library
of South Africa (NLSA) observed SALW under the theme “RePurpose, ReDiscover and
ReImagine Libraries” as follows:
•

RePurpose Libraries - the NLSA hosted a Career Capacity Workshop in
collaboration with the Department of Higher Education and Training’s Career
Development Services on the role of libraries and librarians as career information
officers.

•

ReDiscover Libraries - the NLSA donated books to Yeoville Library in partnership
with the City of Johannesburg.

•

ReImagine Libraries - the NLSA promoted the services and facilities of community
and public libraries in a digital ‘Show and Shine’ campaign in partnership with
provincial library services.

NLSA / CISCO GRADUATION CEREMONY AND LAUNCH

Community and public Librarians on their graduation day with their IT Essentials certificates
The National Library of South Africa (NLSA)

with pride to announce that 36 librarians from

installed the digital hubs in order to facilitate

recognises the value of Information and

all over the country successfully completed

access to information and bridge the digital

Communications

in

the on-line course. What makes us more

divide, particularly in disadvantaged areas.

the lives of people as workers, learners

appreciative of the partnership with Cisco

Further, the digital learning hubs, provide

and citizens.

For this reason, the NLSA

Network Academy is that through this course

an opportunity for community members to

collaborated with Cisco Network Academy

we are advancing access to information in our

learn IT skills in this technology driven world,”

to empower librarians across all nine South

communities,” said Mr Madumo.

commented Ms Nkosi.

Technologies

(ICT)

African provinces with IT skills.
It was reported that 36 librarians from across

Representing the NLSA at the launch Executive

With technology enhanced learning, libraries

the country, will now be able to serve their

Director: Core Programmes, Ms Nokuthula

are in the best position to provide valuable

communities with their acquired skills. To aid

Musa mentioned that the partnership with

information to help community members lead

this training, each province has identified one

Cisco was aiding to close the digital gap by

gainful lives. Information literacy has never

library site to be used as a Network Academy

ensuring that library users who have not

been more relevant than it is now. The NLSA

for digital learning. The library sites have all

attended formal schooling are able to access

hosted a graduation ceremony on 8 March

been fitted with a WEBEX room kit which

information and learning informally including

2022, at its Pretoria Campus for librarians who

includes a smart TV. Community members

basic computer skills. “As the NLSA we take

completed a short course on IT Essentials.

can now approach their local library where

cognisance of the fact that information is

they will receive support and access to a full

essential for all and the NLSA aims to provide

range of self-paced IT courses.

the right information at the right time in the

At the graduation ceremony, the National
Librarian and CEO, Mr Kepi Madumo said

right format to our library users. It is therefore

that he believed e-learning was one way in

On 23 March 2022, the NLSA and Cisco

the role of every library to support lifelong

which libraries can remain relevant in the

Network Academy launched the sites to the

learning and underpin the move towards

information and knowledge era. “Like many

public at a media launch held at the Germiston

social cohesion and economic participation,”

African countries, libraries and librarians in

Library

said Ms Musa on the role of libraries as digital

South Africa are faced with rapidly evolving

Gauteng.

Information Technologies and thus libraries

Smangele Nkosi said that she appreciated the

must be flexible to meet the demands of

partnership with the NLSA as it will contribute

library users and communities. During May

towards the alleviation of poverty, inequalities

2021, the NLSA together with Cisco launched

and unemployment. “Today we are very proud

the IT essentials short course and today I beam

of the nine participating libraries that have

in

the

Ekurhuleni

Municipality,

General Manager at Cisco, Ms

hubs.

NLSA, CISCO and City of Ekurhuleni Management at the launch of the digital learning hubs at Germiston Library

Professor Madipoane Masenya (Ngwan’a
Mphahlele), Acting Executive Director: Office of
the Principal and Vice-Chancellor, University of
South Africa

On 24 March 2022, the National
Library of South Africa’s Centre for
the Book hosted a virtual public
lecture on the topic “The preservation
and revitalisation of indigenous
knowledges in the African context”.
The lecture was delivered by Professor
Madipoane
Masenya
(Ngwan’a
Mphahlele) from the University of
South Africa (Unisa).
Prof Masenya is a Professor of Old
Testament Studies in the Department
of Biblical and Ancient Studies and has
been seconded as the Acting Executive
Director: Office of the Principal and
Vice-Chancellor, at the University of
South Africa, Pretoria. An NRF B-rated
researcher, and a member of the
Academy of Science in South Africa,
she has published numerous scientific
articles and chapters in specialist
books in the area of the Hebrew Bible/
Old Testament studies and gender,
especially in African contexts.
Prof Masenya started the lecture
off by thanking the Principal and
Vice-Chancellor of UNISA, Prof

PUBLIC LECTURE ON
THE PRESERVATION AND
REVITILISATION OF INDIGENOUS
LANGUAGES IN THE AFRICAN
CONTEXT

Puleng LenkaBula for granting her
an opportunity to deliver the lecture
on her behalf. She proclaimed that
Prof LenkaBula acknowledged the
initiatives of the NLSA, together
with the Department of Sport, Arts
and Culture towards preserving and
conserving indigenous languages,
considering that language and
knowledge are the hallmarks of both
the collective and identity of a people.
The hegemony of English has led
to some preferring English over an
African language as a language of
instruction, which had been the
most common language in mission
schools. We can draw inspiration
from the works of O.K Motsepe, W.K.
Tamsanqa, and other authors from
the NLSA’s Reprint of South African
Classics Project who highlighted the
impact of missionary education on
the psyche of African people. Prof
Masenya in her presentation stated
that libraries play an important role
and applauds the efforts of the NLSA
to revitalise and preserve indigenous
languages through its programme.

Prof Masenya pointed out the
challenges in the promotion of
indigenous languages and highlighted
that African languages are enjoying
political liberation without economic
power. She argued that it is best
for Africans to understand that
empowerment is possible through
language as it is a necessity for
sustainable human development. She
advised that to preserve a language is
to protect the voice of the people and
their culture and there is an urgent need
to reclaim African epistemologies as
legitimate epistemologies in order to
place African epistemologies in an
ecology of knowledges.
The lecture can be viewed on
the
NLSA’s
Facebook
page
(NationalLibraryofSA).

